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A Word On Stuff
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September 9, 2018  Kemptville  CRC

"...Your life will be demanded....
      ....then who will get your stuff?"  

- “Teacher, tell my brother....”
   what tends to happen when we dwell on how we feel we've been wronged?

- Luke and justice
- Mary's song (ch1)
- parables of The Great Banquet (ch14) and Lazarus (ch.16)
- Jesus' ministry defined (ch.4)

- When we demand our rights, it brings DIVISION rather than HEALING
meristes   instead of    mesites

- Self-check:  When I ask God for something
- is the plan on how it should come all figured out?
- who will benefit the most from getting it?

- There is greater GAIN than having stuff
- There is greater LOSS than losing your stuff

- Greed = a desire that will not be satisfied

- How often is I or MY used in the parable?
- Self-check:  How much of what I have do I tend to handle as if I truly deserve it?

- the purpose of barns in that day:

- to WHOM does the rich guy make his speech?
  His quest for personal wealth has left him......

- The guy's formula to success....... and God's judgement on the formula

- FOOL.... the bible word means:
- What's MY ending to the parable?

MY QUESTION
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